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Positives    
in Negative 
Expression
Yes… I said, positives in negative expression!  My new 
book coming out in 2015, which is one of the many 
reasons for my creative process and many other artists 
in history. My mama passed away late June 2014 as 
we completed the Summer Edition and these were the 
toughest times in my life so far.  My mama always told me 
to stay strong until the end ... and that’s what this was all 
about. No one wants to think about when the dots turn into 
a dash, because then it’s over. I have dedicated everything 
I’ve done in my life to my mama and this would have never 
happened if she was not so strong. This issue is the 3-year 
anniversary of the magazine and this is what’s called 
energy and believing. Stay focused and remember that 
every artist who made it, stayed centered on the future 
and the ending ... and they never looked back unless that’s 
where they wanted to be in their life. 

Inside this issue we traveled around the world to see 
what’s going on inside the true life of artists. We began 
by hopping on the tour bus with Frankie Palmeri of 
Emmure at the Lincoln Theater, then off to the House 
of Blues to see Ted Nugent, Filter, Helmet and Local H. 
Then we jumped on the tour bus with Blackberry Smoke 
in North Carolina at Norris Creek Amphitheater. Next 
we interviewed Bryan Pinkey about his money artwork,  
also interviewed Anne Davis of the Australia Museum 
of Contemporary Art and Danielle Stephens the Master 
Teacher for Modern and Contemporary Art at the Denver 
Art Museum. Then we asked Producer, Frank Kruger 
about his film Redemption: The Darkness Descending 
starring Danny Trejo. We also reviewed Farm Aid 2014 
and Tom Keifer too. Q&As with music photographer Rob 
Fenn, Actor Treva Etienne, Jasz Vegas, Gio, Serena Lorien 
and Tetsunori Tawaraya. This is wrapping up 3 years of... 

Thanks again for your support,
Donald Perry | Publisher



ASHLEY  
BENNETT
Meet Ashley Bennett. You might 
recognize her from Season 4 
of Spike’s reality TV show, Ink 
Master, a competition in which 
contestants vie for the title of—
you guessed it—Ink Master, as 
judged by Dave Navarro, Chris 
Núñez, and Oliver Peck...
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Treva Etienne is an actor based in LA and 
London. He has just completed shooting 

season 4 as series regular-resistance fighter 
Dingaan Botha in Steven Spielberg’s epic 

sci-fi hit drama “Falling Skies...
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How did you like working on ‘Falling Skies’ 
with producer Steven Spielberg? It was great fun, 
and the cast n crew were wonderful, a real family.

Who inspired you to become an artist / actor? 
James Cagney and Sidney Poitier.

Is anyone in your family besides you an artist?  No.

Strangest thing to ever happen on set? Nothing 
strange I can recall, just a lot of rain.

Favorite quotes which inspired your career as an 
artist? If it doesn’t kill you, it’s there to make you stronger”.

How do you feel about all the technology in 
todays world? Love it, good technology serves the 
medical, educational and entertainment industries.

What would you tell our youth about living the 
creative lifestyle? Stay creative and be courageous and 
honest when making creative decisions.

What’s next for Treva Etienne? Just excited to see 
what happens next.

How do we find out more about Treva Etienne 
and Falling Skies? Twitter: www.twitter.com/trevae-
tienne  @trevaetienne  Facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/pages/Treva-Etienne/68909114468

Who is Treva Etienne?  Treva Etienne is an actor 
based in LA and London. He has just completed shooting 
season 4 as series regular-resistance fighter Dingaan Botha 
in Steven Spielberg’s epic sci-fi hit drama “Falling Skies. He 
also starred as Jean, the shamanic priest in the 2014 horror 
movie “A Voodoo Possession”.  Treva had a featured role 
in the blockbuster Terminator Salvation and appeared as a 
guest star on NBC’s JJ Abrams drama Undercovers, with 
a re-occurring role in the NBC drama The Philanthropist, 
shot entirely on location in S.Africa.  His featured movie 
roles include Pirates of the Caribbean – Curse of the Black 
Pearl, Bad Boys II, Black Hawk Down and Eyes Wide Shut 
and has guest starred on 24, Criminal Minds, Medium, 
Charmed, Angel & Threat Matrix.  In 2009, he starred Mob 
Rues/Tic, Compulsion, and Green Street Hooligans 2.  
Other roles include Masked and Anonymous, The Change-
ling, English as a Second Language, Desert Vows and 
Japan with Peter Fonda and “Barroom Babies”.

What projects are you working on at the 
moment?  No projects confirmed as yet, but waiting 
on both movie and TV projects.

WHO IS TREVA
ETIENNE OF 
FALLING SKIES
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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fight scenes or explosions on a limited budget. We had an 
amazingly creative team that all went above and beyond to 
rise to every production challenge. The cast and crew really 
dug in and made it happen. 

Favorite scene in the making of the film 
Redemption: The Darkness Descending?  
It’s hard to pick just one. Doing scenes with the great Danny 
Trejo was an incredible experience. He is an extremely 
generous actor with a great spirit who has lived a full rich 
life. I got the chance to hear some of the stories of his life 
experience both on set and off was a rare gift. I also loved 
the days we shot the scenes in Central (the underground 
homeless camp) because we had most of our cast and 
crew there that day. 

How did it feel to produce the dark under-
ground and how did this affect your mood and 
the staff?  We shot mostly at night in a hot, dark and very 
gritty warehouse and that went a long way to creating the 
atmosphere of the movie. Our brilliant production designer 
Roger C Ambrose recreated the NY underground and his 
sets really added to the feel. Even though the shoot was 
tough at times, the cast and crew were stayed very positive. 
They all came together and really stepped up in every way. 

What is the future of art? I think the future is bright.  
I think with digital filmmaking, YouTube, and social media 
the world of art is wide open. There is nothing holding 
people back from making what they want and telling the 
stories they want to tell. The double edge of that particular 
sword is that there is so much content being created that it 
gets harder and harder to rise above the noise to reach 
an audience. I think more and more art will come from 
unexpected places. That’s pretty exciting.

What would you tell the upcoming artists 
about living the creative lifestyle?  As corny and 
cliche as it is to say I think the number one thing to do is to 
follow your heart. Follow your authentic voice. Try to do the 
work that means something to you. If you try to chase things 
like fame or money it can make for a very long haul. Try to 
always remember what you love about your art and why you 
started doing it in the first place. I think it’s the projects that 
come from the heart that make all the difference.

What is next for Frank?  I have two digital projects in 
the works, an adaptation of Shakespeare’s HAMLET and 
a new original super hero digital series, BLUE DRAGON 
TALES. I’m also working on a new action feature film 
screenplay that we are hoping to produce internationally. 

Who is Frank? Frank is a Jersey boy living the dream in 
LA. Frankie went to Hollywood.

What inspired you to become an artist / producer?  
My father was a huge movie fan. He used to go to old 
double features and watch them twice. He would sit in the 
front row because he wanted to be inside the movie. That’s 
how I felt too. One of my first movie memories was seeing 
the original Star Wars in 1977 and from that moment on all 
I wanted to do was be in the movies, to be able to live in 
those stories. 

Who influences you as an artist / producer? I 
think I’m most influenced and inspired by people who push 
the limits and change the game in some way. From Marlon 
Brando to Heath Ledger’s performance as the Joker, there 
are certain touchstones that seem to change everything that 
follows. Whether it’s an actor, writer, director or producer, 
I’m inspired by people who try something different and go a 
new direction, showing us all what is possible. 

What made you decided to write the film 
Redemption: The Darkness Descending?  

Now more than ever 
before actors and 
writers can create 
projects that speak 
to them and can 
make them happen. 
The original story 
started in a screen-
writing class ten 
years ago. The script 
and project has 

evolved but I never could shake the idea of an archetypal 
fictional story set against the real life backdrop of homeless-
ness in the subway tunnels of New York. It’s a fascinating 
world that goes unnoticed most of the time and the more I 
learned about it the more interested I became.

What was the toughest scene to produce in 
Redemption: The Darkness Descending? On an 
independent film, it’s always a challenge to do things like 

FRANK KRUGER
AND DARKNESS
DECENDS...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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Can you tell our readers some of the museums 
special moments in history? I have to say that the 
exhibition that people seem to remember the most and 
compare all others to is Becoming Van Gogh. On our end 
it was probably the most complicated exhibition that we’ve 
ever done. From the visitor’s perspective, it was a rare 
opportunity to see these works together and to take a deep 
dive into Van Gogh’s creative process. The exhibition was 
in 2012 and some of our blogs are still generating the top 
hits every month. My most special moment at the DAM was 
working with artist Nick Cave (not to be confused with the 
musician) to present his performance HEARD at Denver’s 
Biennial of the Americas in 2013. Nick is probably the most 
inspiring, most authentic person I’ve ever met. These 
qualities come out in everything he does. For HEARD*DAM, 
his whimsical horses captivated a crowd of 3,000. The 
look of awe on their faces, the smiles and cheers are all 
imprinted in my mind.

Anything special about the museum that 
would make this museum different than others? 
I think if you ask most people they would say how family-
friendly we are at the DAM. In fact, we were honored in 
2013 when USA Today named us one of 10 Great Family-
Friendly Museums. We actually just completed a two-year 
project, generously funded by the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services, to continue our explorations on how to 
increase our relevance and meaning to family audiences.

Name some of the artists’ whose works of 
art live in the Denver Museum? This is almost an 
impossible question to answer with over 70,000 works of art 
in our collection. I don’t even know where to begin! Perhaps 
I’ll leave it up to your readers to discover all of our friends 
here at the DAM. You can find many of them on our 
Collections page.

What are common misconceptions about your 
job? What a great question. I think because I work in an 
‘education’ department and have ‘master teacher’ in my 
title that most people assume I simply give lectures on art 
or tour the galleries with students. Now, that is not entirely 
false. I do those things too. But a large percent of my job 

Who is Danielle 
Stephens?  My official title is 
the Master Teacher for Modern 
and Contemporary Art at the 
Denver Art Museum. Since that 
is a mouthful, I usually just like 
to tell people that I create ex-
periences for people to engage 
with art. I’m a bit biased, but I 
think I have one of the greatest 
jobs in the world.

Tell us about the Denver Museum and how 
you became a master teacher?  The Denver Art 
Museum has what we call an encyclopedic collection, which 
means that we collect works of art from around the world 
and throughout time. We also have a very ambitious exhibi-
tion schedule that showcases local artists, as well as brings 
artworks from around the globe to Denver. Our commitment 
to the community drives our collection strategy, exhibitions, 
programming….really everything that we do. As for me, I 
became part of the DAM family exactly one year ago.  I was 
previously the Education Curator at the Aspen Art Museum, 
a non-collecting arts institution that is dedicated to engaging 
audiences with contemporary artists. My time there, paired 
with my seven years at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston 
working with volunteer docents (who lead tours in the 
galleries), prepared me for the exciting challenge of being 
a Master Teacher in Denver. What excited me most about 
this position was that I had the opportunity to take what I 
learned about engaging visitors in live programming–tours, 
artist conversations, family workshops, etc–and apply it to 
the gallery setting. The goal being that when visitors come 
to the museum, they can have more rewarding experiences 
on their own in the galleries.

DANIELLE
STEPHENS 
TALKS ART...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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probably daring at the time. In fact, history of art is FULL of 
revolutionary artists who pushed the boundaries of what art 
is and can be (even if they might seem tame to us now). To 
that point, there is no end. Artists will always find a way to 
evolve their practice. I think that is why I enjoy contempo-
rary art so much. I love how it challenges me to think and 
see things in new ways, maybe even make me feel a little 
uncomfortable sometimes.

What would you tell our youth about dreaming 
about becoming a famous artist and living the 
creative lifestyle? Remember to always BE YOUR-
SELF. I won’t lie. The art market can be ridiculously tough. 
People get caught up in it and lose themselves to the pres-
sure. But if you stay true to yourself and your convictions 
then you can’t go wrong. No matter what decide to do in life.

Where do we go to find out more about The 
Denver Art Museum & Danielle Stephens? To 
find out more about my happenings at the museum, you can 
follow me on twitter @DanielleatDAM. As for the museum, 
you can find us just about anywhere!

Website – http://www.denverartmuseum.org
Tumblr – http://damcollective.tumblr.com
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/denverartmuseum
Instagram – http://instagram.com/denverartmuseum
Twitter – https://twitter.com/DenverArtMuseum
Pinterest – http://www.pinterest.com/denverartmuseum
Youtube – https://www.youtube.com/user/DenverArtMuseum

is about designing visitor experiences at the museum, in 
our permanent collections and special exhibitions. This can 
range from working with a designer on the look and feel of 
a gallery space to deciding what types of interpretation our 
visitors may want or need to connect to a work of art. 
Examples of interpretation could be your standard wall 
label, incorporating the artist’s voice in the gallery through 
our mobile app DAM_SCOUT , or providing some sort of 
visitor response activity like a journal. I think the other mis-
conceptions is that as a ‘master’ I already know everything 
there is to know about art. On the contrary, one of the excit-
ing things about my job is that I’m constantly learning new 
things. For example, I’ve spent the last year researching the 
art of Tom Wesselmann for our big retrospective that opens 
in a few weeks. Before coming here I knew the name and 
a couple of iconic works, but not much beyond that. It has 
been fun learning about his process and finding ways 
to share his story with our visitors.

How would you define art to the world? 
Someone I know once described works of art as “records 
of what has been and could be.” They are “forms of human 
experience.” I like that definition a lot. The other definition I 
heard that is less profound, but still holds some truth is “Art 
is anything that the artist has deemed as such.”

Is modern art the end and why? I think that 
artist Maurizio Nannucci said it best with his work All Art 
Has Been Contemporary. Remember that contemporary 
art reflects the culture and society in which it was made. 
Therefore, what seems old to us now was once new and 
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set two months of my life out to write a record.”  It just goes 
and goes and goes and wherever I’m at or wherever the 
band is at, at the time, is what we put out.  

That kind of defeats my next question, which    
is, is there any special meaning behind Eternal 
Enemies? It’s a build up to a moment. Eternal Enemies 
became the voice for our band because we stand as 
basically the antithesis for all things in heavy music.  
We get  lots of heat from people because of the songs 
we write or how we look or whatever. It’s just kind of like 
basically us saying f_ _k you to everyone who is against us. 
Eternal Enemies has a ton of double and triple meanings 
for me personally, but overall for the band it’s puts one in 
the ground for us to show that we’re not going anywhere. 
If you’re an artist who isn’t offending anyone then you’re 
probably not saying anything. Because if you’re not chal-
lenging anyone then what are you doing with your music?  

What’s next for Emmure?
Well anyone that’s familiar with the band,  we’re always 
world touring so we’re going to be doing a U.S. tour soon 
after this and then hopefully go back to Asia, Europe and 
just do what we’ve been doing. Which is just touching parts 
of the globe and keeping the movement alive. With this 
new record I think we’ve breathed a lot of new life to the 
band. So we’re just really stoked to be in the place 
where we are right now.

Can you give me a little background on the 
band? The short end of it is the band started in 2003. We 
started getting real serious around 2005, started touring full 
time and now we’re here.

Who or what inspires you and the band and 
the music? Man it’s everything dude. Anything that I 
can identify with inside myself and see in the world and 
make a part of me and it comes out in music. It’s an 
evolutionary thing for me as a person. I think also as a 
band. As we move forward we are constantly improving 
and continuing to grow as people and musicians.  

I would say the longevity of this band would 
indicate you’re doing something right?
We’re not really focused on that part of it. We’re just 
focusing on the now and working really hard because you 
never know what the future is going to hold. Yesterday 
already happened so all we have is right now. That’s all, 
like I said, we are working hard and continuing to connect 
with people who care about what we do because 
basically that’s our entire livelihood.  

How would you describe your process through 
writing and new music and recording? Every re-
cord we’ve written has had a different process, like how it’s 
all come about. Whether because of member changes or 
attitudes conflicting in the band. As far as us being creative 
and what it takes to get to that point, we’re always being 
creative.  We’re always thinking and writing and pushing 
our minds to new ideas so that when it actually comes time 
to do a record we’ve done so much internal studying and 
work that it just becomes an easy thing just to all of us to 
get together and naturally make something really special 
happen. This last record was especially unique because 
it was the first time I think we all had the most trust and 
open lines of communication when it comes to putting 
material together and really trusting each other in how the 
final product is going to come out. I think that’s what made 
the last record so special and why I think it’s doing so well.  
It’s a never ending process. It’s never like, “OK I’ve got to 

EMMURE IS
FOCUSING ON
THE NOW...
Interview and Photos by Jay Beadnell for 3dotmag.com

INTERVIEW
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was a bag of ashes. At the time I didn’t notice by looking at 
it but he took some of it out and he put it in Jesse’s hands 
and he just rubbing it in his hands kind of like, I don’t know, 
like shake that guys hand or whatever, and it ended up 
being ashes of that guys son who was a huge fan and had 
died recently and obviously he wanted his son to be there 
so he kind of brought his son’s spirit, more or less in this 
bag of ashes. Seeing something like that happen, to me, it’s 
humbling and it makes you feel this big because it makes 
you realize how much of an impact what you do can really 
have. That’s is like the crazy stuff.  I’m sure there’s other 
stuff that has happened and would probably be even crazier 
to talk about, but, to me it’s not something I really focus 
on. I’m always really inspired by people who really are 
passionate about what we do.  

How do we find out more about Emmure?  
We’re on Facebook. Type us in on Facebook, you find us.  
We have a Twitter and an Instagram. They’re both just @
EmmureMusic. We’re definitely on there all the time talking 
to fans, making that we know what’s going on with people 
who support what we do. That’s the beauty of networking, 
regardless of plugging yourself, promoting. It’s really about 
connecting with people who love what you do. We really 
pride ourselves on that. If you’re watching this or whatever 
you can obviously follow us and all that stuff.  

What would you tell our youth readers about 
living the creative lifestyle? Honestly, my advice to 
anyone with anything in life is just to always do what feels 
good. If it feels good to do that one thing, always focus on 
that and let that be the thing that takes you where you want 
to go in life.  If you do BMX, motor cross, if you draw, if you 
sing, if you act, if that is your thing, always do that.  Never 
stop.  Never stop for anybody because that is going to take 
you where you need to be in life. That’s just kind of some-
thing I live by and I always tell people if you have a passion 
or something just follow it, there’s no reason not to, you 
only get one shot at it.  

What would you say is the strangest thing 
that’s happened to the band while on tour?       
I don’t know. We’ve dealt with all kinds of crazy stuff, 
whether it be like travel situations or people hurting them-
selves.  We’ve had some really humbling moments. I think 
those are moments that stick out the most are when we 
meet people who have been really effected by our band 
really connect with what we do. It was last summer on the 
band tour that we were doing a signing and someone ... 
it wasn’t even me that this happened to... we were doing 
a signing, there was like a table and we’re all lined up so 
I could look down at Jesse at the other end and someone 
came up to Jesse he had a bag, he had this gray bag, it 
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am inspired also listening to CD’s of Kiss, Scorpions, Deep 
Purple, Judas Priest, Eric Clapton, Rod Stewart or Bonnie 
Tyler and others.

Can you explain your creative process or 
techniques? Working paper glued to board, after 
establishing the proportions and framing the drawing with 
a watercolor base for darker areas to create the effect of 
an urban landscape (walls, stones, etc ...) .After that I use 
multiple numbers of graphite pencils from H (hard) to 9B 
(Soft) that allows me to create layers of lines and dots that 
are combined with each other to form a vibrante texture.In 
the final process I give a final touch with acrylic resins and 
obtain the painting with a finish of varnish

Where has your work been shown? I have exhib-
ited in Art Galleries, Cultural Centers at a luxury hotel, Trade 
Arts, etc ... This summer I participated in a collective and 
individual exhibition in the farmhouse “ Más de Les Gralles”, 
great for art, culture and business events.They presented 
the work of some artists,situated in a magic environment in 
Tarragona (Barcelona) Spain. It was a very special occasion 
to exhibit my work.

Who or what influences you to keep creating?
My influences have been Realism and Pop Art, some of my 
works are of a style of hyper realism, but i’m not looking for 
a perfect reproduction at all. Work freely mixing styles and 
techniques adding little touches of pop art, for example in 
the treatment of female hair, and placing a line with a much 
more visible contour of the figures in some cases. In the 
70’s and 80’s album covers were true works of art. There 
are some album covers that I love and somehow have 
been influences because I’ve been half of my life watching 
them. Yet every time I look at them I feel the passion, for 
example; Love at first sting (Scorpions) the cover was done 
by photographer Helmut Newton. This cover is full of glamor 

Who is Jose Antonio Rodriguez? I was born in 
a small town called Guadamur, in the province of Toledo 
(Spain). Since my childhood I draw with materials I had 
at hand: graphite and colored pencils, watercolor, pen 
and waxes. I am self taught artist, although I have always 
worked with limited resources, I have never stopped draw-
ing because it is my passion. My perception of art did grow 
with my experience, this  may be the reason people say that 
my art  has something to attract with a unique and personal 
style. To advance my knowledge I received drawing and 
painting classes by Mariano Pintado Mateos (University 
Professor and director of creative projects, Madrid) and 
Carlos Galvan (painter and architect with his own Gallery 
in Toledo) In 2008 I revealed that my work was selected for 
the Spanish Cultural Center of Latin American Cooperation 
of Miami. I define my work as a personal view of fleeting 
moments captured in great detail, often dominated by a 
female figure in an urban landscape. The women invading 
the public space, is a modern and fashionable woman like 
our days. My works are partial views, fragments of reality.

Any professional training? I started my profes-
sional career by participating with my art works of Toledo 
in group exhibitions and international art fairs in New York 
and Chicago. Parts of my work was also shown individual 
and collective in Galería de Arte Juca Claret, Madrid. I have 
participated in national competitions in drawing and painting 
in which my work has been selected and some of them 
have won awards.

Who or what inspires you and your artwork? I 
am for example inspired by Madrid as a multifaceted city. I 
surrendered to its architecture, its well known streets like in 
Gran Via or unknown spots in the neighborhood of Letters, 
Malasaña or Chueca. Observe the landscape of a city and 
its people, it is certainly not an inexhaustible inspiration.
The characters in my drawings are narrative protagonists of 
the more daily routine, eat  ice cream, waiting for someone 
who may not appear, walk a dog, take a rest, roam the 
city,enjoying the sun, having a coffee , etc ... behind all 
these images there is always a story. The flamenco music 
of Bambino y and the lyrics of their songs are a source of 
inspiration. While working I often listen to music of radio 
stations that put pop hits and international rock of the 80’s. I 

JOSE
ANTONIO 
RODRIGUEz...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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and seduction,you can see a man hugging a partially nude 
woman making her a tattoo on her leg. Also the covers 
‘Lovedrive’ ‘and’ ‘Animal magnetism’ (Scorpions) are genius 
!!! They are works of Storm Thorgerson, a graphic designer 
who designed some of the most famous album covers 
and singles.

Color or black and white and why? When working 
with the colors of reality, you can see a moment of through 
in the eyes of the artist, and the viewer’s emotions. But 
when working in black and white, I think the protagonist is 
the soul of that moment in the art work.

Favorite quotes of all time? ‘Art needs of loneliness 
or misery, or passion. It is a rock flower, which requires 
harsh wind and rough terrain ‘Alexandre Dumas (Author)  
|  ‘Art does not reproduce what is visible but makes visible 
what not always is.’ Paul Klee (Artist)  |  Art is a lie that 
brings us closer to the truth (Picasso)

If you came back in another life, what would 
you come back as and why? As I said before I like 
rock music and my favorite band is Kiss, so I would like 
to be for example Paul Stanley, guitarist and singer of the 
band, it would be great to play on stage with band mates, or 
go to Marvel comics, ... being A Rock Star

What would you tell the youth about living the 
creative lifestyle? I would tell them to incorporate cre-
ativity, without thinking that it is an “extraordinary” moment 
but the result of listening to your intuition, add details and 
create something special that has your style.

What’s next for Jose Antonio? One idea I have for 
some time is to expose my art in South America because 
trough social networks I found out that they like my work. I 
got as well a proposal to make a documentary, which would 
probably give an immediate exposure and the chance for 
an art fair somewhere in Europe. I have many projects in 
mind, and step by step I will work on them,I don’t want to 
anticipate anything, rather it be a surprise for my followers 
and supporters.

Where can we see more art by Jose Antonio?
Right now I’m working with a Spanish designer Nuria Mas-
sach (Barcelona) designing leather handbags where he has 
used some of my works for their bags. You can see more art 
and information about my work on my ...
Facebook Fan Page: www.facebook.com/JoseARDPintor
Instagram: @joseantoniorodriguezdiazartist
Website: www.joseantoniorodriguezdiaz.com
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JOSE
ANTONIO 
RODRIGUEz
SHOWINGS...
2014  |  Collective Exhibition 
at Galeria de Arte Juca 
Claret (Madrid)

2013  |  Almoneda Antiques Fair, 
Art galleries, collectors (Stand 
Gallery Juca Claret) Madrid, 
Room Art Fair, Emerging Art 
Fair (Art Gallery Juca Claret) 
Madrid, Collective Exhibition of 
Beautiful Arts Circle Pozoblanco 
(Córdoba), Selected 49 National 
Competition and Exhibition of 
painting and sculpture

2012  |  Collective Exhibition of 
Beautiful Arts Circle Pozoblanco 
(Córdoba), Selected XLVIII 
National Competition and 
Exhibition of painting and 
sculpture, Beautiful Arts 
Circle Pozoblanco (Córdoba), 
Individual exhibition at the 
Hilton Hotel in Toledo

2011  |  Group exhibition 
showroom Civic Center Pozo 
(Madrid), Permanent work art 
in Juca Claret Gallery (Madrid), 
Individual Exhibition at the 
Juca Claret Gallery (Madrid)

2010  |  Group exhibition 
Caja Rural of Toledo (Toledo), 
Second price at “XIII painting 
competition in “Casa Regional 
de Castilla y León (Toledo)”, 
Group Exhibition Gallery: 
International Art Dali (Toledo), 
Art Chicago International Fair 
of Modern and Contemporary 
Art of Chicago (Booth David 
Weinberg Gallery) Chicago, 
USA, ARTEXPO New York, 
International Fair of Modern 
and Contemporary Art of New 
York (Booth  John Macclintock 
& Scout Gallery) Trenton, 
New Jersey, USA

2009  |  Group exhibition 
Gallery: International Art 
Dali (Toledo).

2008  |  Selected by the 
Spanish Cultural Center of 
Latin American Cooperation 
of Miami (USA)
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cans…this newly formed lineup is set to carry on the legacy 
their predecessors started back in the late 70’s. During 
their peak in 80’s era, the original lineup opened shows for 
Molly Hatchet, Gregg Allman, Loverboy, April Wine, Charlie 
Daniels Band, Pat Travers Band, Nantucket, and even the 
legendary Black Sabbath.  Their nearly hour long set of 
classic southern rock tunes, alongside some newly penned 
songs, proved to be the perfect compliment to the Blackberry 
Smoke style.
    
Just as the sun was setting behind the Carolina pines, the 
crew lit the incense and rolled the oriental rugs out on the 
stage for Blackberry Smoke to begin a nearly two hour set 
of pure Southern rock’n’roll. With the unmistakable Charlie 
Starr on the vocals and guitar, Brit Turner on the drums, 
Brit’s brother Richard Turner on the four string/vocals, Paul 
Jackson on guitar/vocals and Brandon Still tickling the 
keys…the boys smoked the stage right from the first tune. 
Beginning their set with one of my favorite tracks “Leave a 
Scar” and scorching through their classic tunes “Good One 
Comin’ On”, “Ain’t Much Left of Me”, “Six Ways to Sunday”, 
“Up in Smoke”, “Shake Your Magnolia” and another one of 
my favorites... “One Horse Town”, plus many others. A spot-
on  rendition of “Midnight Rider” and an all out sing-a-long 
to “Ain’t Got the Blues” really got the crowd going strong. 
The set was full of tunes from their 2009 album “Little Peice 
of Dixie”(BamaJam Records) and the chart topping 2012 
album “The Whippoorwill” on Zac Brown’s Southern Ground 
Record label... my favorite album to date. Their on-stage 
chemistry was only eclipsed by their abundant talent and 
love for their art…as it was evident to the largest crowd ever 
for a BBS headlining show. Don Mitchell, with the Norris 

The Atlanta, GA based Southern rockers, Blackberry 
Smoke, rolled their lively caravan into the magnificent rural 
Franklin County at the Norris Creek Entertainment Complex 
on August 16th and were kindly welcomed by thousands 
and thousands of their most loyal followers. The venue, 
fifty acres of undisturbed family farmland, is closer to Bunn, 
NC than the Louisburg, NC official address indicates, a few 
miles from zebulon, NC… just up the road a piece from 
Brantleytown and Pilot, NC or about thirteen miles northeast 
of Lizard Lick, NC...if that helps you with the location at all. 
We were in God’s Country. Needless to say, this was the 
biggest event to hit this neck of the woods in…well, forever. 
As the Charlie Starr penned lyric insists… “another workin’ 
week is over, no chance of stayin’ sober, I can feel a good 
one comin’ on”… was certainly the mantra for Saturday 
evening and the hard-swilling crowd quickly obliged. The 
Fireball shots and cold beers were flowing heavily and the 
charcoal grills were fired up in the freshly mowed pasture 
parking area with the Rebel flags flying high and proud. 
The Macon/Warner Robins, GA based new lineup of Doc 
Holliday were tapped to open the show and get the “Smoke 
in the Woods” farm party ignited with their classic Southern 
rockin’ anthems. Listening to Doc Holliday and Blackberry 
Smoke under the oak trees with the YoYo’s (an infamous 
local group of partying ladies)…hanging out with lifelong 
friends and cold beverages…no better way to spend a hot 
and humid Saturday night in the South. 
   
Doc Holliday “rides again” with Eddie Stone, the only 
remaining original member, belting out their signature 
tunes “Song for the Outlaw”, “A Good Woman’s Hard to 
Find”, “Last Ride”, “ Keep on Running” and “ Lonesome 
Guitar” with renewed vigor and expert musicianship. This 
was the first show for the new lineup and they didn’t miss a 
beat. Without longtime front man, Bruce Brookshire, Stone 
proved he could easily take the reins and keep the Doc 
Holliday tradition alive and kickin’. Showcasing the guitar 
virtuosos Rob Walker and Michael Gilbert, with longtime 
bassist Daniel “Bud” Ford and Leroy Wilson pounding the 

BLACKBERRY
SMOKE “MAY 
NOT CHANGE 
THE WORLD...
BUT THEY’RE 
GONNA LEAVE 
A SCAR”
Written by Rob Grissom  |  Photos by Donald Perry

INTERVIEW
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Brit Turner, Richard Turner 
and Charlie Starr talk to...
WATCH ONLINE@
TV3DOTMAG.COM



you can…the albums are spectacular, but their live shows 
are astonishing. In an industry chocked-full of fakes and 
wannabes…Blackberry Smoke is the REAL DEAL. Spread 
the Smoke!!!

Blackberry Smoke Website:  
http://www.blackberrysmoke.com

Blackberry Smoke Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/BlackberrySmoke

Doc Holliday Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/dochollidayband

3 DotMag Interview with Blackberry Smoke: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSsfxies7RM&list=UUTOFK_
rQlUFHzNEcDBKlDGg

Leave a Scar: Live in NC: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKCKERcqbF0

Norris Creek Entertainment Complex Website: 
http://www.norriscreek.com

Norris Creek Entertainment Complex Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/norris.creek

Creek venue, indicated talks are already underway to bring 
Blackberry Smoke back to the farm for another round next 
year...we can’t wait...and I’m positive the YoYo’s will be 
there!!!  Over the band’s fourteen year career, they have 
only offered three studio albums and two EP’s with a live 
double CD/DVD “Leave a Scar: Live in North Carolina”(3 
Legged Records) released recently which chronicles the 
bands’ beginnings with interviews wuth the Blackberry 
Smoke boys at home with their families and on the road…
with some impeccable concert footage to boot. Charlie 
Starr and Co. are currently putting the final touches on a 
new studio album with the iconic producer Brendan O’Brien 
which should be released real soon. Constant touring is 
where it’s at for Blackberry Smoke and the fans couldn’t be 
happier about it. They are embarking on a rigorous “Fire in 
the Hole Tour” which spans the United States, Canada and 
Europe…with every chance to catch them live. They have 
opened tours in the past  for the down south junkin’ legends 
Lynard Skynard, the zac Brown Band, the Marshall Tucker 
Band and the Texas trio of zz Top, just to name a few, and 
recorded “Yesterday’s Wine” with “The Possum” George 
Jones and Jamey Johnson. Later this year, the band will be 
shipping off on the Simple Man Cruise VIII with Skynyrd, 
Foghat, Starship with Mickey Thomas, Devon Allman Band 
and Preacher Stone, among others, from Miami to Key 
West and Great Stirrup Cay…making for a helluva boat 
ride this November. Do yourself a favor, catch a live show if 
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wisdom from Morgan. “Crash” is a slower tempo track with 
some brilliant drumming from Humphrey making this the 
perfect lead-in to the almost-metal pounding track of 
“Suffer It All”. Showcasing a chugging, squealing guitar 
and a chanting lyrical delivery that rivals any metal band. 
The seventh track, “Watch Me Drown”, starts as a Weezer 
sounding tune and somehow turns to yet another Nirvana 
feeling guitar and lyrical chorus. The psychedelic beginning 
to the jamming eight track “Nobody Praying For Me” seems 
to encapsulate the entire Seether mantra with one line, 
“ain’t nobody giving up, cause nobody gives a fuck”. This 
tune is chocked-full of lyrical metaphors with constant tem-
po changes and an extremely catchy hook. “Keep the Dogs 
at Bay” starts with some hard-edge guitar riffs, reminiscent 
of a Rage Against the Machine tune, and reverts to a more 
melodic structured song during the chorus. The final track, 
“Save Today”, ends the offering with a very slow paced 
acoustic sound and slowly builds momentum. It seems to be 
a retrospective look at life as if being a heart-heavy tribute 
to his fallen brother, Eugene, who passed away in 2007.

I’m going to be completely honest. At first listen, I was only 
impressed with one tune on this album. As I played it more 
and more, it grew on me. I paid a little more attention to the 
melodic structures and the storyline of the songs …I totally 
feel “Isolate and Medicate” is an outstanding piece of work. 
All the instrumental arrangements and the poetic lyrics perfectly 
fit together on each and every track with an impeccable 
flow and boundless passion. The studio production is yet 
another trophy on the great Brendan O’Brien’s shelf of  
masterpieces. He produced Seether’s last album “Holding 
Onto Strings Better Left to Fray” in 2011 which provided the 
tunes “Country Song”, “Here and Now” and “No Resolu-
tion” and is the highest charting Seether album to date. Mr. 
O’Brien has worked with the all greats…Bob Dylan, Spring-
steen, Mick Jagger, Rage Against the Machine, Pearl Jam, 
Soundgarden, Mastodon, AC/DC and many, many others…
need I say more?  The Atlanta, GA born producer brings out 
the best in every band he works with time and time again…
with Seether being no exception. “Isolate and Medicate” 
is hands down one of the highlights of the  year in my 
book…period.

 Website: www.seether.com

 “Words as Weapons” video online at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=RD202fjZZO-tI&v=202fjZZO-tI

 Interview by 3dotmag: 
 http://youtu.be/EteTH8YR00c?list=UUTOFK_rQlUFHZNEcDBKlDGg

Seether is one of those bands you hear on the airwaves all 
the time and never get tired of listening to…and their sixth 
studio offering, “Isolate and Medicate” (Bicycle Music Co/
Concord Music Group), is certainly one of those compila-
tions. Being “sold” from their label mainstay Wind-up Re-
cords, Seether seemingly retaliates with a blinding knockout 
punch. Debuting at No.4 on the Billboard album chart 
selling over 37,000 copies in the first week alone… Seether 
has returned with a vengance. Once again, South African 
bred Shaun Morgan’s lyrics are a beautifully depressed 
soundscape of post-grunge delight. The Seether “formula” 
for  success has not changed much since 2002 and this 
album is not much different…if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it? 
Even though this work does seem a little more personal 
and   passionate for Morgan, the lyrical message remains 
the same. The first tune, “See You at the Bottom” could 
have easily secured a spot on any of Nirvana’s albums. 
The lyrical hooks and guitar riffs abound in this heavy track 
while Morgan channels Kurt Cobain with absolute precision. 
“Same Damn Life”, begins with a catchy bubblegum pop 
sound with high range backing vocals and juvenile chord 
progressions then swiftly morphs into a hard rockin’ tasty 
jam sandwich. The lead single and third tune, “Words as 
Weapons”, is a pleasant mid-tempo track sporting bombastic 
tribal beats from long-time drummer extraordinaire John 
Humphrey ( previously with The Nixons in the 90’s…remember 
them? The Pearl Jam sound-a-likes with the grungy ballad 
“Sister”…great tune from that era to check out, but… get 
back to Seether, right? Sorry.) Shaun Morgan’s poetic plea 
for truthfulness and his seemingly endless search for lyrical 
immortality are clearly represented. With a multi-layered 
groove and a building drum and bass line from Humphrey 
and Morgan’s fellow South African native, Dave Stewart, 
thumping the four-string, “Words as Weapons” holds it own 
as it debuted at No. 1 on the active radio charts marking 
the twelth No.1 in the history of the band. The fourth tune, 
“My Disaster”  is nothing short of classic Seether at its best. 
Beginning with a simple monotone guitar riff which gener-
ates into a monster groove with the ever-present words of 

SEETHER’S 
ISOLATE AND
MEDICATE...
Shaun Morgan’s Beautifully 
Depressed Soundscape
Review by Rob Grissom for 3dotmag.com
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together since high school. Guitarist and vocalist Chris Mar-
tin describes their humble beginnings on wikipedia: “Chris 
and I grew up in a small town about 45 minutes outside of 
Detroit. We didn’t really know each other that well, and he 
didn’t move to the same school until about halfway through. 
Some friends and I wanted to start a band, and with it being 
a really small town there were only three drummers, and 
Chris was the only real drummer with a kit and a place 
where we could rehearse. Our first show was at our town’s 
fair for, like, our parents, aunts, and uncles.” Martin and 
Phillips eventually broke away and started collaborating 
as a two-man act they dubbed Mahoney. In 2008, they 
recorded their first EP with producer Matt Noveskey.

Following live success, a name-change, and the release 
of two critically acclaimed music videos, the duo began 
recording their debut full-length album in the fall of 2010 
at Willie Nelson’s legendary Pedernales Studio outside of 
Austin, Texas. The album, also produced by Noveskey, was 
released in June 2012, with the album’s singles reaching 
the top 40 on alternative rock radio. The tour for Super-
MegaFantastic featured several dates opening for Sum 41 
and Blue October...

Then came the headliner, Fitz and The Tantrums. I was 
never aware that this was the name of this band on the 
radio, so I never fully experienced the expression this group 
releases into their music. The energy between Michael 
Fitzpatrick and Noelle Scaggs was amazing from beginning 
to end... If this group is coming to anywhere near your area, 
I would suggest buying a ticket for a all around good time.

FITz AND THE TANTRuMS BIO: Fitz and The Tantrums 
was founded by Michael Fitzpatrick in 2008 after purchas-
ing an old Conn electronic organ, he was inspired to write 
the song “Breakin’ the Chains of Love” that same night. He 

Fitz & The Tantrums, IAmDynamite, Wild Cub, Sir Sly, 
and Wolf Gang showed up at the House of Blues in Myrtle 
Beach on September 5, 2014, 3dotmag did not show up 
until the beginning of the IAmDynamite set and thought 
HELL YES, it’s JJ from Good Times, Dy-no-mite...While 
I am not the biggest fan of this style of music.  Once the 
show started, I felt the energy of the crowd and really heard 
the expression from these groups inner souls... That’s what 
musical artists are about, making people feel something...

IAMDyNAMITE BIO: Iamdynamite is an American indie/
minimalist/rock duo consisting of Christopher Martin and 
Chris Phillips from Michigan. The two have been playing 

FITz AND THE
TANTRUMS, IAM-
DYNAMITE AND...

Chris Phillips and Christopher Martin of IAmDynamite
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the importance of booking a date before the band was 
ready, in order to bring out the best in all performers. During 
the first half of 2009 they performed at several clubs in Los 
Angeles, including the Viper Room and Spaceland.

The band recorded their debut EP, Songs for a Breakup, 
Vol. 1, during the first half of 2009 at Fitzpatrick’s home in 
Los Angeles.[2] The EP was first released on August 11, 
2009 through Canyon Productions. Go check out the videos 
and history on this band and you will see the reason... you 
needz to fitz thez guyz into your schedulez...

contacted his college friend, saxophonist James King, who 
recommended singer Noelle Scaggs and drummer John 
Wicks. In turn, Wicks brought in bassist Joseph Karnes and 
keyboardist Jeremy Ruzumna. According to Fitzpatrick, the 
band immediately clicked. He has said, “It was literally like 
five phone calls, one rehearsal, and we could have played a 
show that night.”

The band performed their first show at Hotel Café in Hol-
lywood, in December 2008, which Fitzpatrick booked one 
week after their first rehearsal. In interviews, he has stated 
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nearly six years, before moving to Connecticut, and shortly 
after, to her current home in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 
to work at Elite Ink.

It was while employed by Elite Ink that Bennett caught 
word of a casting for Ink Master Season 4.  According to 
Bennett, the application process included talking to a 
therapist, phone interviews, Skype interviews, and 
background checks.  

“It’s almost as if you’re trying to be a cop or something,” 
Bennett says of the interview process. 

Regardless of the reality TV gauntlet, Bennett was excited 
by the chance to be on the show and looked forward to 
meeting her competitors. Contrary to the belief that TV show 
contestants are constantly at each others throats, Bennett 
says for the most part, everybody got along.  “It wasn’t the 
contestants that broke me,” she says.  “It was 
all the other circumstances.”

After filming a few episodes, Bennett found herself uncom-
fortable with the production and made the decision to walk 
away.  “My mom always taught me that if I wasn’t happy in 
a situation to just leave, and I did.”

During her stint on the show, Bennett seemed to be a fan-
favorite, and viewers were surprised to see her go without 
having been eliminated.  In regards to her decision, Bennett 
explains “a hundred grand was on the line, but so was my 
happiness, and it just wasn’t worth it at the end of the day.”

Since wrapping up Ink Master Bennett is back to work at 
Elite Ink, continuing to develop her skill and passion for 
tattooing.  Her advice to anyone hoping to break into the 
reality TV circuit: “don’t take it too seriously.”

You might recognize her from Season 4 of Spike’s reality 
TV show, Ink Master, a competition in which contestants 
vie for the title of—you guessed it—Ink Master, as judged 
by Dave Navarro, Chris Núñez, and Oliver Peck.  But that’s 
not Bennett’s only claim to fame. The young artist has been 
tattooing for the past eight years and has started making 
a name for herself in the primarily male-dominated world 
of tattooing. 

Bennett currently works at Elite Ink in Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina, where we met with her to discuss tattoos, reality 
TV, and how its affected her growth as an artist.  

In an industry that seems to be shifting further away from 
the Western tattoo style (ex. Sailor Jerry, Herbert Hoffman), 
and more towards photorealism and modern design, Bennett 
thrives on her ability to create wild art, born out of the bold 
black outlines and limited color palette associated with 
traditional, Western tattooing. 

Though she’d always been inclined to doodle outside the 
margins and up her own arms in high school, Bennett first 
got her start tattooing by working a near two-year appren-
ticeship at a shop in Glen Falls, New York.  “I’m still willing 
to fix anything I did back then,” says Bennet of her early 
years as an artist. 

After honing her skills in Glen Falls, Bennett brought her talents 
to True Tattoo in Clifton Park, NY, where she practiced for 

MEET
ASHLEY 
BENNETT...
Written by Chelsea Rutledge  |  Photo by Scott Smallin
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Defacing money is illegal, 
but using it for artwork 
is a known precedent. As 
long as the artists does 
not try to add zeros behind 
the number marks, the 
Secret Service will ...

Money, Money, Money... MONEY!  
The art of money or the money 
in art? That’s the question we 
ask and many more hot topics 
during our exclusive interview with 
Bryan Pinkey at his home studio 
in North Carolina. As we entered 
the studio it was just as expected 
from any artists... full off tools, 
equipment and past works all 
over the walls.

The interview begin with the 
oldest question in the book... 
How did all this begin and bring 
you to this point in life? The 
Maryland native turns cash into 
art, but this really started off by 
creating school projects and 
playbills stirring up the madness 
for the creative release. After 
many years of working in the 
graphics field and computers, 
Pinkey decided to do the school 
thing in Ohio at the animation 
breeding grounds for Disney.  
This is when Pinkey began 
working on sculpture and painting 
more than the other side of 
animation which lead to him 
leaving school and entering the 
architecture field for a while. 
Then came the hot rod scene 
influenced by Robert Williams, 
which ended up leading Pinkey 
into working with Harley Davison 
and others until 2006.

Now comes the money... it was 
one night during a football game 
when the money started to unfold 
in front of our eyes. Everyone 
knows how a football game can 
become boring for the creative 
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mind, so Pinkey says he pulled 
out a one dollar bill and began to 
draw the first of many to come. 
The second night another drawing 
happened which needed to be 
placed into a portfolio of some kind, 
so Pinkey heard about Instagram 
and the portfolio was created... 
Bryan says that his wife was not 
really happy at the beginning, but 
she finally sees the importance now 
in the way this makes Bryan smile 
and that’s what art is suppose to 
be about... the release.

The 42 year old family man, husband 
and father of two said it was only 
a short time after showing on 
Instagram @thebryanpinkey that 
the orders started coming in. It was 
just over a year and a half ago. We 
could go into many more details and 
show more samples in this feature, 
but instead we will let Bryan tell you 
the story in his own words and show 
more art in our online interview with 
Bryan Pinkey at: www.3dotmag.com 
or www.tv3dotmag.com.

INTERVIEW
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Bryan Pinkey talks to...
WATCH ONLINE @ TV3DOTMAG.COM
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The Anti-Folk Revival Tour in Drop-D 
featuring Filter, Helmet, and Local H 
was routed through Myrtle Beach, SC 
and made a stop at the legendary 
House of Blues on August 1st. The 
packed house was treated to a 
beautifully distorted blast with a 
few of the 90’s top acts… their 
guitars were tuned down with 
their volume turned up.

FILTER
HELMET
LOCAL H
Tuned Down With the Volume Turned up
Written by Rob Grissom  |  Photos by Donald Perry

RICHARD PATRICK  |  FILTER



The powerhouse duo Local H opened the evening with a 
blistering set of some tasty tunes from their 2012  seventh 
studio release “Hallelujah! I’m a Bum”(Slimstyle Records), 
but the crowd was there to hear the songs they were 
famous for…“Bound for the Floor”, “Fritz’s Corner”, “Eddie 
Vedder” and “High- Fivin’ MF” from their 1996 smash album 
“Good As Dead” (Island Records). Founding front man Scott 
Lucas and newly acquired drummer Ryan Harding were 
swift to oblige with renditions as good as, if not better than 
I remember from the several times I had seen them in the 
blurred 90’s era. Their set was solid and fast-paced with 
Harding finally glaring a rye smile back at Lucas after nailing 
the “Eddie Vedder” classic tune with expert precision. After 
the show, as always, Mr. Lucas manned the merch table 
signing autographs and posing for pics with the longtime 
Local H fans with unmitigated enthusiasm and sincere 
gratitude for their support.

Next up was the NYC based, jazz scholar Page Hamilton 
(ex-Band of Susans), the only remaining original member of 
the alt-metal band Helmet. Known for their distorted, drop-
tuned, staccato, minor key guitar riffs and acquired the title 
as “The Thinking Person’s Metal Band” due to Hamilton’s 
deep-minded poetic, lyrical prowess. They quietly took the 
stage and unleashed their classic tracks with unconditional 
crowd approval. Hamilton and Company killed their 1992 
chart-topping hits “Unsung” and “In the Meantime” from 
their gold selling album “Meantime” (Interscope Records)… 
“Rude”, “Sinatra” and “FBLA” from their 1990 debut offering 
“Strap It On” (Amphetamine Reptile Records)… as well as 
their debut 1990 single “Born Annoying”. Helmet is one of 
those  bands that somehow flew under the radar of most 
mainstream media, but are often acknowledged as an 

extreme influence to many of the bands of today. What a 
pure delight it was to witness one of my favorite bands from 
my favorite era still performing their hits with youthful and 
effortless passion for their music.

The industrial rockers Filter were the headliner of the 
evening and they commanded the stage with an extremely 
impressive light show and set list. Longtime front man 
Richard Patrick (ex-Nine Inch Nails guitarist) belted out 
one mainstream radio hit after another. With his newly 
formed band mates, Filter proved why they were the main 
attraction. With their set loaded with “Hey Man, Nice Shot” 
and “Dose” from their 1992 million-selling debut album 
“Short Bus” (Reprise Records) and “Welcome To the Fold”, 
“The Best Things” and “Take a Picture” off of their million-
selling sophomoric1999 release “Title of Record” (Reprise 
Records). Filter is still as relevant today as they were in the 
90’s… sporting a No.15 chart-topping smash with “What 
Do You Say” from their sixth studio compilation “The Sun 
Comes Out Tonight”(Wind-Up Records) in 2013.

The Anti-Folk Revival Tour in Drop D was undoubtedly a 
magnificent evening for all of the 90’s rockers in attendance 
to travel back in time…if only for a few hours. Decades after 
their inception, these bands continue their relentless pas-
sion and dedication to their artisan crafts and still having fun 
doing it… making damn sure everyone has a helluva time at 
their live shows. Explore the catalogs of all these bands…
you may be surprised at what you might find. 

http://www.officialfilter.com/
http://www.helmetmusic.com/ 
http://www.localh.com/
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Scott: First off, your artwork is some of the most original 
and bizarre themed work I’ve ever seen. Tell us a little bit 
about where you get your ideas?

Tetsunori: I grew up seeing so many boring things on 
TV and in the media. I like abnormal and weird things. It’s 
natural to spit it out to keep my mind sane.

Scott: What are some of your favorite mediums to use?

Tetsunori: I started with sketch work then became 
interested in composition art in 2013.  Right now I 
work in both forms. 

Scott: Did you have any formal art training, or would 
you consider yourself self taught?

Tetsunori Tawaraya is a remarkably talented artist, crafting 
incredible composition and sketch pieces which are show-
cased worldwide.  Tetsunori’s art is born out of his home 
studio in Tokyo, Japan.  The young artist began his career 
drawing portraits, comics, and creating promotional flyers in 
the San Diego area during the late 90’s.  Tetsunori’s comic 
creations have inspired stuffed animals, led to features 
in countless art installations, and have been included in 
international publications such as Hollow Press (Italy), Le 
Dernier Cri (France), and Colour Code (Canada).  

Our photographer, Scott Smallin, recently had the opportunity 
to interview Tetsunori on his creative process, upcoming 
projects, and how he got his start in the art industry. 

*This interview has been slightly edited for publication as 
English is a second language to Tetsunori. 

A Q&A WITH ARTIST
TETSUNORI TAWARAYA...
Interview by Scott Smallin for 3dotmag.com
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Tetsunori: I took a test for art school.  On the test I drew 
a comic where the main character had skin peeling off all 
over.  The character was swimming in a pool of pig blood to 
contact a UFO.  I know it doesn’t make sense at all. Obvi-
ously I didn’t pass the test, so I’m self-taught instead.  I’m 
glad I didn’t go to art school.

Scott: You have been in numerous exhibitions since 2003 
and even organized an amazing benefit art show  [Can You 
See the Rainbow From There] for the Tōhoku Earthquake. 
Tell us about your experience organizing a benefit show.

Tetsunori: The earthquake hit the Miyagi prefecture, 
that’s where I’m from and also where my family lives, so I 
knew I wanted to do something to help the victims.  Luckily 
I had several artist friends who shared my concern.  The 
show wouldn’t have been possible without a tremendous 
amount of support from the artist community. I would like to 
thank all who contributed and supported this project.

Scott: Do you have tips for anyone wanting to organize an 
event? Strategies for how to publicize and gain support?

Tetsunori: The only thing I can advise is not to rely on 
the internet.  Go talk to people. It’s always better and 
more powerful.

Scott: In addition to your art, you’re also an accomplished 
musician [Tetsunori performed with Dmonstrations in San 
Diego throughout the late 90’s]. How does the process of 
writing music and creating art differ?  In what ways are 
they alike?

Tetsunori: It’s very different. Composing music usually 
happens with other musicians, while making artwork is 
always lonesome.  Processing depends on the situation. 
Playing an instrument is a mode of communication and so
is drawing.  When writing music, we just play instead of 
talking, and the process is very slow.

Scott: What’s next for Tetsunori? Any upcoming projects, 
tours, or shows?

Tetsunori: I’ve been working on some new flyers lately. 
I’ve also been recording with the band Hangaku, an alterna-
tive duo which was started last year. We’re recording now 
with plans to tour after the release. 
 
In addition to making music and continuing his career as 
a prolific new artist, Tetsunori’s work will be showcased at 
galleries around the world in the upcoming months.  
Below is a list of exhibits featuring Tetsunori’s work. 

Group Exhibition
Glass Gallery Karanis, Minami-Aoyama, Tokyo
September 13 – 20, 2014

Group Exibition “moving”
WATDFAC GALLERY, Soho, NY
October 16, 2014

Group Exhibition
MIAM in Sète, France
October 17, 2014 – April 16 2015

For more information on Tetsunori, check out his website, 
http://tetsunoritawaraya.com.
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and multimedia studios, a seminar room and lecture theatre. 
The MCA also presents site-specific commissions around 
and beyond the building including a program called C3West, 
which is collaboration with partners in Western Sydney.

I am one of 4 curators at the MCA. I got the job after work-
ing as an artist, Assistant Curator at the Art Gallery of NSW 
and various roles in the arts since 1999.

Can you tell our readers some of the muse-
ums special moments in history?   |   Well there 
has been a lot in the MCA’s history, since it opened in 1991, 
but I guess during my time one of the most memorable mo-
ments was the grand re-opening of the MCA in 2012 after a 
long process of constructing the new building and develop-
ing the opening shows. Coming to the gallery in the middle 
of the night to watch Christian Marclay’s amazing 24-hour 
video work, The Clock (2010), which ran for 24 hours 
straight, was one of the highlights in my opinion. Just to 
explain, The Clock is a video work that consists of several 
thousand short extracts from cinema history, each one sug-
gesting a particular time of day, usually through the mention 
of time or the appearance of a watch or a clock-face. The 
artist digitally stitched these extracts together to create a 
continuous audio-visual sequence that is synchronised with 
the real time of your visit – so if it was midnight when you 
went into see the work you’d be watching scenes referenc-
ing midnight etc.

Anything special about the museum that 
would make the MCA different than others?  I 
think the MCA is different because of the way it focusses on 
artists first and foremost – this can be seen in how it creates 
exhibitions and events such as Artbar (where all levels of 
the museum are transformed by an artist and there’s every-
thing from BMX riders to a goat getting into the gallery), as 
well as through its staff – many of the people working at the 

Who is Anna Davis of the Australia Museum 
of Contemporary Art? I’m a curator and (sometimes) 
artist who lives in Sydney.  I have a PhD in Media Arts 
from College of Fine Arts UNSW and occasionally make 
video art, usually working on collaborative projects with my 
husband Jason Gee.  I joined the MCA as a Curator in 2009 
and since then have worked with numerous Australian and 
international artists on exhibitions, off-site projects, building 
commissions and special events. Some of my curatorial 
projects at the MCA include: Primavera 2011 and Primavera 
2012, which both focussed on young Australian artists and 
in 2011 was held off-site for the first time in the exhibition’s 
21 year history.  I also put together a survey exhibition of 
work by Australian collaborative artists Claire Healy and 
Sean Cordeiro in 2012; as well as MCA Collection: New 
Acquisitions in Context and In the Balance: Art for a Chang-
ing World (co-curator) both in 2010.

Tell us about the MCA and how you became 
the curator?  As you probably know the MCA stands for 
Museum of Contemporary Art and is located on a beautiful 
and historically significant site on the edge of Sydney Har-
bour. The Museum focuses on living artists and is dedicated 
to exhibiting, collecting and interpreting contemporary art. 
The MCA has a constantly changing program of solo shows 
by Australian and international artists as well as thematic and 
group exhibitions.  It has an entire floor dedicated to the MCA 
Collection, two floors of galleries for exhibitions, The National 
Centre for Creative Learning that includes a library, digital 

ANNE DAVIS
AUSTRALIAN 
CURATOR OR...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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MCA are also artists. I.e. there’s a lovely girl Viv who works 
in the store and makes some of the cards.

Name some of the artists whose works of art 
live in the MCA?  Well there are so many great artists 
in the MCA Collection it’s hard to choose! You can see 
works by some of them in our Volume 1 Collection hang on 
Level 2, as well as online at http://www.mca.com.au/artists-
and-works/mca-collection/. Some of my personal favourites 
on display now are pieces by Nicholas Folland, Rebecca 
Baumann, Ross Manning and Robert Owen as well as 
Rosemary Laing, Tracey Moffat, Imants Tillers, Juan Davila, 
John Mawurndjul and Emily Kame Kngwarreye.

What are common misconceptions about 
your job?  That it is highly paid! Ha ha, I guess a lot of 
people think it is more glamorous than it actually is, when 
really it involves a lot of research and writing. But there is 
definitely is a fun side that comes from working closely 
with artists.

How would you define art to the world? Hmm… 
well I’d prefer not to but I guess if I had to – I’d say art is 
something creative, usually made by people that has no 
particular purpose except for being something for us to ex-
perience, and that hopefully (if it is good art) then it prompts 
us to feel something and perhaps think about things in a 
new or unexpected way.

What would you tell our youth about dreaming 
about becoming a famous artist and living the 
creative lifestyle?  I’d probably say that its often not as 
glamorous as people might think and you really have to love 
making art and be dedicated to make it as an artist – and 
even then it’s only a very lucky few that can make enough 
money from their art to survive. But in saying that, I think 
being an artist is one of the best things you could do in life 
and if you chose to try and be one then you have to be 
very committed to your work as well as making an effort to 
exhibit as much as possible and maintain creative networks.

Where do we go to find out more about the 
MCA?  Come along and visit us at circular quay it’s FREE 
to enter and there is always something interesting to see or 
do. The website is www.mca.com.au where you’ll find lots 
of info about exhibitions and events as well as many of the 
artists we work with.

facebook.com/mca.australia
twitter.com/MCA_Australia
http://instagram.com/mca_australia_now
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Mayhem Festival brand extensions with great success.!
Rob Fenn has also toured all over the world spanning 15 
countries including Russia and Japan with the Grammy® 
Award winning band, Halestorm. Most recently Rob has 
been personally asked to tour alongside some of his 
musical idols such as Rob zombie, DreamTheater and 
Shinedown. These collaborations will soon manifest 
themselves into exclusive photography properties, which 
will include books, custom art prints and gallery exhibitions. 
Legendary artists such as Alice Cooper, Metallica, Nine Inch 
Nails and Queens of the Stone Age have all had the honor 
of being captured by Fenn’s keen eye and trusty lens.! Fenn 
is proudly represented by In De Goot Entertainment, and is 
never far away from his ’63 Ford Thunderbird and the 
open road.

Book Bio “Famed horror rocker/director, Rob Zombie 
is back and he is releasing an exquisite limited-edition 
photography book, documenting his multiple headlining 
tours in 2013. Shot exclusively by zombie’s personal rock 
photographer, Rob Fenn, fans can finally get an all-access 
pass to the “Zombie Horror Picture Show.” Join Zombie, his 
band, his family and even some very famous friends as they 
tour across the underbelly of America. Fenn has captured 
zombie in all his glory, as he survives the fast pace and 
intense journey that comes with living life on the road. 
From sold-out arenas, massive festivals, and tour buses to 
backstage high jinx, mischief and some introspective 

Who is Rob Fenn? One of Rock & Roll’s premier 
photographers, Rob Fenn has over a decade of media and 
design tread on the soles of his Converse sneakers. Fenn 
lives his life at the intersection of photography street and 
music boulevard, where he has quickly become as big of 
a brand as the artists he captures. Fenn’s photography 
career began in 2009 when he shot platinum-selling artists, 
Avenged Sevenfold in concert. After experiencing the rush 
of capturing their live show, Fenn was hooked and ready 
to make concert photography his life’s passion. Within two 
short years, Rob was on the road with the Rockstar Energy 
Drink Uproar Festival shooting Avenged Sevenfold on their 
headlining tour across America.! This notoriety led to wider-
spread acclaim, as Fenn would soon be brought aboard to 
capture the annual Rock on the Range Festival presented 
by Monster Energy Drink. These efforts would directly lead 
Fenn to his on-going partnership with the world’s leading 
rock magazine, Revolver. Revolver has commissioned Fenn 
to cover both their Golden Gods Awards, Orion Festival and 

ROB FENN 
TALKS zOMBIE 
AND MORE...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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There was so much water everywhere on stage. Amazing 
time!!!  2. Sabrosa Purr - Hollywood, CA August 20, 2011: 
I was shooting Sabrosa Purr at the Roxy during the Sunset 
Strip Music Festival. During the set I was shooting from the 
pit and this beautiful tattooed barbie used me as a strip-
per pole while she stripped for the band. By the end of the 
set she was naked and I have a crazy story to tell for life. 
Did miss a shot while she was doing the dance. She even 
draped her bra over my lens. This video is somewhere in 
the Youtube world.  3. Rob zombie - Casper, WY Novem-
ber 12, 2013: I was on stage shooting the Zombie Party 
when Rz asked to see the bras of all the woman. Next thing 
I know there are 72 bras covering the stage. Some of them 
with phone numbers and notes written inside the cup! 
That’s one hell of a business card.”

How do you feel about all the technology in 
todays world? “I love it and hate it! I have been trying 
to find the happy medium of old school and new school, 
not just in technology, but in everything around me. I love 
the style and simplicity of the old, and enjoy the ease and 
comfort of the new.”

Black and white or color and why? “To me black 
n white is timeless when done the right way, and is my 
favorite, but some shots just need to be in color to get the 
full effect of what you’re trying to capture.”

What would you tell the youth about living the 
creative lifestyle? Being an artist, photo life, etc... 
“Never compromise your vision of your craft, but know the 
business side of it as well. Passion doesn’t pay the bills, 
but a good and honest business plan will.”

Where do you see the camera taking you to 
next?  “I’ve teamed up with a good friend of mine and 
president of the F C Cancer Foundation, Mugs Mcguin-
ness, to do a series of photo book releases of my work. The 
proceeds of the books will be benefiting the F C Cancer 
Foundation. Currently, I am out on tour with Dream Theater 
putting together an upcoming photo book that will be 
released later this year.”

How do we find out more about Rob Fenn? 
People can purchase ‘The Zombie Horror Show’ book at: 
http://musicthroughthelens.com/product/the-zombie-horror-picture-show
Website: http//:www.RobFenn.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MusicThroughTheLens
Instagram: http://instagram.com/rob_fenn
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Rob_Fenn

moments. This photo collection drops the curtain on the 
world of Rob zombie and lets us all into his thrilling and 
extraordinary life.”

Can you tell us how you came to work with 
Rob zombie on your new book?  “Since I first 
started in photography I always wanted to do a photo book 
with Rz and I approached some people around him about 
doing one. I was told that he would never do a book. Three 
years later, not only am I releasing a Rob zombie photo 
book, but releasing a Rob zombie photo book that I was 
able to create side by side with Rz himself! It all came about 
in October 2013 very quickly just before the ‘Night of the 
Living Dreads’ tour. After talking with Rz, it was very clear 
we both wanted the same result when it came to the creativ-
ity of the project. I knew right then, this was going to be a 
timeless work of art and not your normal photo book.”!
Favorite experience on tour with Rob Zombie?! “Shooting 
Mick Mars on stage with Rz in Nashville was so surreal! 
Running around Washington DC with the band getting 
candid shots in the city was pretty badass as well. Oh, and 
setting off the airport security alarm in Las Vegas, NV while 
I was trying to get a shot of Rz and Sheri Moon zombie 
together was one story I’ll be telling my great great grand 
kids, but my favorite experience would be being able to 
work with an artist that truly does not compromise his craft. 
I learned a lot from Rz’s work ethic, and now try to apply it 
to my career as well.”

When did you pick up the camera for the first 
time and when did you start shooting bands? 
“I picked up a camera in 2009. I knew it was what I wanted 
to do for a living after I shot an Avenged Sevenfold show on 
January 28, 2009 in Salt Lake City, UT. This was the same 
week I picked up a camera. Ironically it took nine months 
after that show for me to get a plan on how to do this for 
a living. I am still working on improving my craft daily ever 
since, and enjoying the crazy ride that it has become.”!

What inspires you most photographically? 
“That moment when honesty and passion collide on a live 
stage. It’s so surreal, and every true artist has many of the 
those moments on stage. I just try and capture as many 
as possible.”

Three favorite shows photographed?
1. Halestorm - Tinley Park, IL August 26, 2012: It was an 
insane down pour and crazy lightning, I was running around 
the stage grabbing as many shots as possible! Halestorm 
made it 40 min until the producers shut down the show. 
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SEETHER ISOLATE 
AND MEDICATE
On their sixth full-length 
album Isolate and Medicate, 
multi-platinum alternative rock 
trio Seether – Shaun Morgan 
[vocals, guitar], Dale Stewart 
[bass, backing vocals], and 
John Humphrey [drums] – strip 
their trademark melodic thrash 
to its core and deliver the most 
poignant, passionate, and 
powerful record of their 

illustrious career. With rigorous minimalism and maturity, chief ... ORDER: http://
www.amazon.com/Isolate-Medicate-Deluxe-Edition-Seether/dp/B00K0TSET0/ref
=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1409346983&sr=8-1&keywords=seether+cds

BLACkBERRy 
SMOkE DVD/CD
LEAVE A SCAR LIVE 
IN NORTH CAROLINA
Now the band’s incredibly 
energetic live performances 
have been captured in this 
fantastic gatefold double 
vinyl. With 22 tracks spread 
across two CDs, including the 
previously unreleased song 
‘Payback’s A Bitch”, this 100+ 
minute long set was recorded 

live in North Carolina and is the perfect chance to prepare for their forthcoming 
European tour later this year. ORDER: http://www.blackberrysmoke.com/shop

TOILET PAPER 
Published by Freedman 
Damiani (February)
Sharp-tongued art-world 
jester Maurizio Cattelan may 
have announced his retire-
ment from making art in 2012, 
but his surrealistic visual 
sensibility has been fully on 
view through one of his more 
enterprising ongoing projects: 
the magazine Toilet Paper, 
created in collaboration with 
photographer Pierpaolo 
Ferraria. With no text to 
explain the often disturbing, 
always impeccably composed 
scenarios, the hundreds of 

color photo spreads marry the slick look of commercial magazines to the uncanny 
effect of tableaux vivants. We encounter diners Saran-wrapped around a table, 
an ear floating in a bowl of yellow soup, a somber family posed coddling and 
cosseting a microwave as if it were a newborn. ORDER: http://www.amazon.com/
Toilet-Paper-Issue-Maurizio-Cattelan/dp/1935202332

EDDIE TRuNk...
Eddie is armed with a true 
passion for the music he 
so feverishly champions.  
A true scholar of the 
genre, his encyclopedic 
knowledge of both it’s his-
tory and it’s current events 
has led him to be widely 
regarded as one of it’s 
foremost authorities.   
Consequently, it made 
perfect sense that Eddie 
would eventually turn his 
attention to writing.  In 
2010, Eddie added “author” 
to his list of media credits 
and released his first book 
“Eddie Trunk’s Essential 

Hard Rock & Heavy Metal.”  The book was very well received by critics and fans 
alike.  Eddie has just finished work on the sequel, “Eddie Trunk’s Essential Hard 
Rock & Heavy Metal Vol. 2,” ORDER: http://www.eddietrunk.com

ANTHRAX DVD
Before you get down to 
moshing in the privacy of your 
own home, do some serious 
partying in either Los Angeles 
or New York with Anthrax’s 
“Chile On Hell” live DVD  
which premiered on Monday, 
September 15, the day before 
its general release.  And, 
not only will attendees be 
among the first to see the 
thrash-masters performing 
an extended set that features 
all the fan-favorites in front 
of a sold-out, rabid crowd 
in Santiago, Chile, but each 
event will feature a special 

Q&A - Scott Ian and “Chile On Hell’s” producer Jay Rustin at the L.A. screening, 
and Anthrax’s Frank Bello at New York’s. ORDER: http://www.walmart.com/ip/390
91657?adid=22222222227026810285&wl0=&wl1=g&wl2=c&wl3=42977639552&
wl4=&wl5=pla&wl6=81469677032&veh=sem

THE PADDy 
LINCOLN GANG
A band, a family, a conflict, 
love… after parties, girls and 
the creative lifestyle. This 
film starts off on the regular 
pace of most bands life and 
then the after party with the 
label changes everything. 
The label has many different 
experiences from every band 
or artist, which means this 
story is as unique as every 
band is to their music. Then 
the creative lifestyle starts to 
kick in while the lead singer 
seems to have issues of 
his own. Then everything 

changed when the jealously turns in to the horror of the mentally disturbed being 
woke up to the reality of self control… This was a great story that had me guess-
ing right up until the end when the answers became the questions. Why? Crazy 
meets… COMING SOON! 

...
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his chart-topping tracks with a splendid rendition of George 
Strait’s hit “Give it Away”. He proved to be the best of the 
traditional country artists of the afternoon sessions. Another 
of Willie’s son’s, Lukas Nelson, brought the crowd to their 
feet when his band, Promise of the Real, offered up some of 
the best rockin’ country blues of the day with a magnificent 
rendition of the Paul Simon classic “Diamonds on the Soles 
of Her Shoes”. Followed by the Austin, Texas born blues 
guitar virtuoso Gary Clark Jr. with an equally impressive 
set, belting out one impeccable tune after another. Next 
up was Jack White and he spared nobody’s eardrums with 
an extremely loud and raucous set of mostly White Stripes 
favorites including the popular “Icky Thump”, “Ball and 
Biscuit” and a hugely distorted version of “Seven Nation 
Army”…I loved the monstrous set, but not sure what the 
rest of the festival-goers thought about it…they all seemed 
a bit confused by it to say the least.

The evening entertainment began with the newest member 
of the Board of Directors of Farm Aid, Dave Matthews joined 
by Tim Reynolds for a acoustic set of his classics rootsy 
tunes and excited the crowd with his hit “Ants Marching”. 
John Mellencamp took the stage and shared some splendid 
versions of “Pink Houses”, “Rain on the Scarecrow” and an 
all out sing-along with the crowd to “Jack and Diane”. He 
proved to be the consummate entertainer of the evening 
with his upbeat tunes and relentless group participation 
from his adoring fans. Neil Young’s dreary red and black 
lighted set was perfect for his message for the dying farm-
ers. He was alone onstage for the beginning of his set, with 
only a cigar-store Indian wooden statue…just him, his guitar 
and harmonica. The extended set was started with “Heart 
of Gold” and blazed through many of his classic tunes…

Farm Aid 2014 Comes to Raleigh, 
NC to Raise Awareness to the Plight 
of the American Farmer...
Willie Nelson, along with family and friends, decided to 
bring the 2014 Farm Aid event to the heartland of the 
Carolinas at Walnut Creek Amphitheater in Raleigh, NC on 
September 13th for the first time in its history. The annual 
charitable festival, which supports the nation’s family farms, 
is known to showcase some of the best talent around…
and this year was no exception. The Board of Directors, 
Willie Nelson, Neil Young, John Mellencamp and Dave 
Matthews and other top artists performed for over 20,000 
of the most dedicated fans from around the country. This 
year’s lineup brought together varying genre artists to fill out 
the day long event. It began with the Denise Alley Wisdom 
Dancers performing a Native American welcome chant and 
co-founder Willie Nelson leading the entire crowd in a heart 
warming recitation of “The Lord’s Prayer” which was met 
with an extended standing ovation. The Farm Aid project 
began in 1985 to bring public awareness to the hardships 
the struggling family farms are enduring and has raised 
over 45 million for their cause. With on-site instructional 
seminars and hands-on experts to lead the farmers in the 
right direction to obtain the assistance they so dearly need. 
This year’s event was all about getting the message out for 
consumers to buy from local farms as much as possible. 
Even the official Farm Aid T-shirts where made with cotton 
from a Nash County, NC farm and many of the local NC 
food vendors were serving up some delicious Carolina style 
grub with local craft brews to wash it all down. 

The musical acts were led by Willie Nelson’s ukulele 
strumming granddaughter Raelyn Nelson busting out an 
unprecedented rendition of Joan Jett’s “Bad Reputation” 
with an insistant country twang. The afternoon acts included 
a politically-charged Todd Snider set, a Jesse Lenat perfor-
mance, a short set of tunes from Johnny Cash’s stepdaugh-
ter Carlene Carter and the Preservation Jazz Band provided 
the New Orleans party tunes. Willie’s son, Micah Nelson’s 
band, Insects and Robots, took the stage brandishing their 
own psychedelic, artsy folk fusion style jams…you gotta 
love a band with a kazoo. The Durham, NC country folk 
rock 6-piece band Delta Rae showcased their electric, 
high-energy musical style to a packed house and the Farm 
Aid party was well underway. The “always energetic” Jamey 
Johnson returned for another year of support for the Ameri-
can farmer and returned the pure country vibe to the event. 
Joined by Lily Meola for a beautiful duet and delivering all of 

FARM AID 2014
Review, Interview and Photos by Rob Grissom

INTERVIEW
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Lukas Nelson talks to...
WATCH ONLINE @ TV3DOTMAG.COM



pausing only for a few political jabs at NC Senator Richard 
Burr. His performance was concluded with a surreal version 
of  “Rockin’ in the Free World” with Micah and Lukas Nelson 
joining him onstage. Willie Nelson, along with his boys 
Micah and Lukas, wasted no time as they jumped right into 
the longtime favorites “Whiskey River”, “On the Road Again” 
and “Always on My Mind” …they were thoroughly enjoy-
ing their family time onstage. The group was soon joined 
by Gary Clark Jr. for the Stevie Ray Vaughn penned tune 
“Texas Food” with Gary and Lukas trading guitar licks and 
Micah blowin’ the harmonica…clearly the best collaboration 
of the night. As always, the evening was concluded with a 
full group participation in the spiritual classic “Will the Circle 
Be Unbroken” in true Farm Aid fashion.

The 2014 Farm Aid was a definite success. The music, 
the food, the knowledge, and hopefully a renewed sprit for 
our family farms was shared by the entire “congregation” 
in attendance. The annual event is NOT only about the 
concert…it is about getting Americans to support the family 
farms that our country was built upon and providing these 
farmers with the means to extend their art to the next gen-
eration. Just because the event is over doesn’t mean their 
work is done. Please donate, if you can, to their grass roots 
supported non-profit organization that has helped many 
family farms from being guzzled up by agricultural conglom-
erates and becoming only a page in our history books. 
   
Check it out : http://www.farmaid.org/site/c.qlI5IhNVJsE/
b.2723595/k.EE67/Family_Farmers_Good_Food_A_Bet-
ter_America.htm
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DAVE MATTHEWS AND TIM REYNOLDS

(Winger, Alice Cooper) on the keys, the occasional rhythm 
guitar of Mike Smith accompanied by Tom’s wife Savannah 
(who co-wrote and co-produced much of his new album) 
and Kendra Chantelle holding down the backing vocals 
duties…their onstage chemistry was on fire. The nearly 
sold-out venue was ignited as soon as Mr. Keifer walked 
onto the stage, sporting the proverbial weathered leather 
jacket, boots and torn pants as only a true rock star would, 
he got right down to business cranking out the renewed 
Cinderella rockin’ classics…  “Nobody’s Fool”, “Save Me”, 
“Somebody Shake Me”, “Coming Home”, “Gypsy Road” and 
“Shelter Me”…just to name a few of my favorites… as well 
as several tunes from his splendidly crafted 2013 release 
“The Way Life Goes”. Despite his vocal cord paralysis in 
the 90’s, Keifer’s voice was strong as ever…growlin’ and 
howlin’ as if he was still the youngster from Springfield, PA 
performing in Philly at the Empire Rock Club where Jon 
Bon Jovi discovered him. The band played a nearly ninety 
minute set with the entire crowd singing along to each and 
every tune, not just the popular Cinderella songs... even the 
newly released works were just as electrifying and master-
fully arranged. One of the several highlights of the evening 
was an amazingly beautiful duet with his wife Savannah 
performing the 1988 released classic “Don’t Know What You 

Tom keifer’s Solo Tour Stops in 
Wilmington, NC at ziggy’s by the Sea
Tom Keifer, from the 80’s mammoth rock group Cinderella, 
has been touring the world as a solo act supporting his 
2013 release “The Way Life Goes” (Merovee Records). 
With a vocal cord injury in the 90’s, he was down for a while 
and is now back sounding better than the days of old. His 
new tunes are still chocked-full of that classic Cinderella 
bluesy rock sound featuring his guitar expertise and lyrical 
magic. The 3DotMag crew caught his recent performance 
at ziggy’s by the Sea in Wilmington, NC and witnessed a 
resurrection of one of the 80’s era most soulful and identifi-
able voices in rock’n’roll. 

In 1986, Keifer’s band Cinderella embarked on a tour 
opening for Poison and the Japanese metal band Loudness 
in support of their debut album “Night Songs” (Mercury/
Vertigo), the album was in heavy rotation in all the major 
market radio stations and on the iconic Headbanger’s Ball 
on MTV…back when they actually played music videos. In 
1987, opening for David Lee Roth and Bon Jovi led them 
unto their own worldwide tour with the behemoth success 
of their inaugural offering which swiftly gained a triple 
platinum status. The next year, Cinderella’s sophomore 
release “Long Cold Winter” (Mercury/Vertigo), went in a little 
different musical direction... favoring a more 70’s vibe than 
the previous release, and eventually gained a triple platinum 
rating. In 1990, Keifer and Company put out its third studio 
offering “Heartbreak Station” (Mercury/Vertigo) and was 
certified platinum. Cinderella was THEE standout glam 
metal band of the blurred 80’s era that was actually 
loaded amazing talent. 
 
On Saturday, September 20th, Tom Keifer rolled into historic 
downtown Wilmington, NC with his own band of seasoned 
veterans and put on an outstanding show. With his band 
mates Tony Higbee on guitar, Billy Mercer on the bass, Paul 
Simmons (Rev. Horton Heat, Petra) on the cans, Paul Taylor 

TOM KEIFER...
Review and Photos by Rob Grissom
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Tom Keifer and wife Savannah at Ziggy’s by the Sea in Wilmington, NC.



Got (Till Its Gone)”, the monster ballad from 
the “Long Cold Winter” album and “Ask 
Me Yesterday” from his new album. Their 
voices blended so perfectly together and 
Keifer’s underrated acoustic guitar pickin’ 
was impeccable. During his extended 
encore, they performed the McCartney and 
Lennon Beatles anthem “With a Little Help 
From My Friends” and belted out the tune 
as soulful and memorable as Joe Cocker’s 
Woodstock performance. Of coarse, even 
after the extended encore concluded, we 
didn’t want Mr. Keifer to end the night as we 
all so deeply reminisced that incredible 80’s 
decade of excessiveness.

I was so elated to see him on the bill at 
ziggy’s by the Sea in Wilmington, NC, as he 
and Cinderella were musically a large part 
of my teenage years and was a bit skeptical 
about Mr. Keifer being able to perform, in 
any resemblance, the tunes I loved as a 
teen and still love today. Let me tell you…he 
performed each and every tune so incred-
ibly perfect, I felt as if I was cruising around 
my hometown with the windows down in 
my old Pontiac blasting the “Night Songs” 
cassette in 1986. Tom Keifer epitomizes 
the true meaning of a “Rock Star” in every 
sense of the term and he humbly treated 
our small town, and venue, with a magnifi-
cent evening of raw and pure rock’n’roll. If 
you dig the Cinderella tunes as much as 
I do, go check out his new material “Solid 
Ground”, “It’s Not Enough”, “The Flower 
Song” and “Ask Me Yesterday” on “The Way 
Life Goes” album, it is as if he has not aged 
a bit and will certainly not disappoint. And 
just so you know…Cinderella has never 
officially called it quits. Maybe…just maybe, 
we will get some new tunes from arguably 
the best glam-metal rock’n’rollin’ band of 
the 80’s era.

Check out his solo album “The Way Life 
Goes” and keep up with the latest at: 
http://www.tomkeifer.com/ 

Video for “Solid Ground” at: 
http://youtu.be/4HJozX2bL8g

Video for “The Flower Song” at : 
http://youtu.be/u68tl82Ihmk
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I was going to write a review for this show, but what can 
I say that the world has not already heard about TED...  

Ted rocked the House of Blues in Myrtle Beach and 
blah, blah, blah... Find out more about Ted Nugent 

online at: www.TedNugent.com

TED NUGENT
 Photos by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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(John Mayer, George Benson), blues legend Eric Bibb and 
most recently with Academy Award winner Russell Crow 
and Australian music legend Marcia Hines in their latest 
music video ‘Remedy’.
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H62SGAxHJgA
 
Gian’s distinctive sound and style is now being intro-
duced to the UK music scene having recently secured a 
major recording and publishing deal with FAME Music. 
This will commence with the infectious hit single ‘Computer 
Games’, produced by music executive and producer Tom 
Misner. Most recently, Gian has just completed shooting his 
amazing new video clip for his forthcoming single and has 
been recording at legendary Abbey Road Studios with Tom 
Misner and music producer Kez Ingoldsby with a full album 
planned for release in 2014.  
   
Who or what inspired you to become an artist?
 I think I have a few artists that have truly inspired me. I 
think the first time I heard and saw Michael Jackson perform 
that was the game changer for me. I love all artists that 
push the boundaries of art so I admire MJ, Prince and even 
guitarists like Paco De Lucia.

What’ your process when writing music?  I get 
really inspired from so many different things. I sometimes 
have melodies or songs in my head I have to get out. It can 
be a song title or underlying emotion that will evoke some-
thing. I also get ideas if I am playing guitar or piano and play 
chords or melodies that make me want to write a song. It 
can even be a rhythm I love that I want to create something 
to. I have many different ways I channel my music.

What was the most important thing you 
learned while performing on stage?  I think the 

Who is GIO?  Born in Australia by two migrant parents, 
a German mother and Italian father, made Gian a juxta-
position from the start. His love affair with music started 
very early is his life through his fathers world music record 
collection and mothers obsession with gospel and soul all 
whilst growing up in the MTV generation of Michael Jackson 
and Prince, this eclectic mix of musical genres shaped 
Gian’s future musical direction and unique artistry that was 
to become. 

Little known in the UK until now, Gian is a guitarist and 
singer songwriter with a well established reputation and fol-
lowing in Australia with more than 14 years of performance 
in both Australia and Europe, a previous acclaimed album 
and recording deals in Australia under ABC and Universal 
Records and with numerous credits and awards to his 
name, including Best Artist at the ABC Music Awards, Best 
Male Vocalist (ABC Music Awards), Broadcasters Choice ( 
ABC Music Awards), APRA Songwriter of the Year, and Best 
Instrumental Artist In Australia at the MusicOz Awards. 
 
Perhaps it has been his strikingly unusual combination of 
sound, style and appearance of soul fuelled pop vocals 
streaked with virtuosic spanish influenced guitar playing 
and exotic qualities and charisma that has made him stand 
out and share the stage with legendary artists Sheila E, 
Grammy nominated songwriter and producer Paul Peder-
son (Prince, The Corrs, George Benson), Ricky Pederson 

AUSTRALIAN
SINGER SONG-
WRITER GIO
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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Who is Serena Lorien?  I’m a half Greek Cypriot, 1/8 
Scottish, 3/8 English Forest Gate born actress currently 
living in Los Angeles. I attended one of the premier dance 
and drama schools in London, the Italia Conti academy 
and grew up dancing, singing and acting. My father had 
two number one albums in the New Age music charts in the 
80’s, so I was lucky to grow up in a very creatively support-
ive and encouraging household.

What projects are you working on at the moment?  I 
recently wrapped playing the lead role in a film called House 
of Manson based on Charles Manson and his ‘family mem-
bers’, where I played the lead role of Patricia Krenwinkel, 
the longest-serving female prisoner in the American penal 
system due to her major part in the Tate/ LaBianca murders 
that shocked the world in the 70’s, so I’m busy doing press 
for that project. I recently attended ComicCon to sign for a 
mini-series which will start shooting its second season soon. 
I am taking a small hiatus from the over 35 international 
tourism videos I have filmed so far for the American govern-

most important thing is to perform with no boundaries and 
play with your heart on your sleeve. I love to be honest and 
I don’t really care if critics love it or not as long as I believe 
in it and love it that is all that matters. I think when you 
perform this way the honesty is the most powerful force in 
delivering the song.

Favorite quotes that inspire your career?  I have 
two actually “ Fortune favours the brave” and “The harder 
I work the luckier I get” - I love this because I truly believe 
that if you are tenacious and fearless then you can achieve 
your goals and dreams. Most people settle into “normal” 
jobs because they have fear holding them back and don’t 
believe in themselves enough. I think hard work and de-
termination really inspire me as I get to see the fruits of my 
labor through an album, song or just simply making people 
feel good through my music.  

What would you tell our youth about living the 
creative lifestyle?  I sound like a preacher - ha. I think 
that if you can figure out a way to do something and get 
paid for it then that is what you should aim for. I get to meet 
amazing people who live a dream life by creating music and 
I think is something to aspire to. It is not an easy path but 
it depends how badly you want to make music or art your 
life. I never thought of anything else so I compare it to being 
dropped in the ocean 20 miles from land, if you need to 
swim to survive you will be surprised how far you can swim 
when you would give up if you were in a pool. I would rather 
try and fail then to never know so I say go for it.

Color or Black and White and Why?  I should say 
live in colour because I really dislike the mundane or ordi-
nary but for me its black and white. I love black and white 
for a few reasons, one is that it is timeless and classic and it 
has a quality and appeal that is simplistic and beautiful. The 
other reason is you can make your mind up on what colours 
you want in the picture and I love the freedom of creating 
your own perfect picture. - A little deep, sorry haha.

What’s next for GIO?  I have so many great things 
happening like recording the full album back at Abbey Road 
Studios to getting on the festival circuit and playing all over 
the place. I am looking forward to getting my new single 
and clip for “Computer Games “ out. I have had incredible 
feedback from people with this song saying they love how 
fun and infectious it is so I can’t wait to share it. 

How do we find out more about GIO?  I have a 
new site coming up and please check Facebook and listen 
out for whats next…… 

G
IO

SERENA LORIEN
AND THE HOUSE 
OF MANSON...
Interview by Donald Perry for 3dotmag.com
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What would you tell the youth about living the 
creative lifestyle? It can be a difficult life to lead, there 
is a lot of rejection, disappointment, people who come into 
your life who may not always be looking out for your best in-
terests etc. Most artists just want to create and are happiest 
when doing so, but the entertainment industry is a business, 
unlike almost any other where there is no clear path to suc-
cess and talent only takes you so far, you have to be willing 
and able to constantly persist, to pick yourself up and shake 
yourself off when feeling dejected, to know that if you’re 
having a bad day or week usually a good is just around the 
corner and to keep believing in yourself. If there is no other 
kind of work out there that makes you happy you owe it to 
yourself to persist and strive for your dreams. I would also 
them to work hard and learn their craft, so they’re ready 
when opportunities arise, to not be afraid to ask for help 
when needed (all people can say is no), to be willing to 
take chances and to not forget to have a life outside of the 
industry, have a hobby, go on holiday sometimes, be in a 
relationship if you want one, basically to not be scared that 
anything outside of acting will hinder them in some way, 
those life experiences are what make us better actors!

Movies or television and why?  I enjoy television, 
it’s fast-paced and a very close-knit family feel for the cast 
who have gotten to be on a long-running show, but for me 
there’s nothing more special than working on a movie. You 
usually have a much longer time to live in and explore that 
world and there’s a magic that goes into spending months 
or longer on a project that results in a two hour journey for 
people to go on. My happiest places to be are when I’m on 
a film set or that first moment when the screen lights up at a 
movie theater right before the film.

What’s next for Serena Lorien? After Welcome to 
Purgatory I will be filming the second in the trilogy, Welcome 
to Purgatory II: The Journey to Hell. I am looking forward 
to filming at Pinewood Studios once again and being back 
in the UK for a little while. I have a few other projects in the 
works as well, so we’ll see. That’s one of the things that 
makes this career so exciting, you can have some idea 
where things are going to take you and then something else 
comes along and takes you in a completely different direc-
tion, so next for me is continuing to work hard, being in the 
moment and enjoying the journey.

How do we find out more about Serena 
Lorien? You can visit my website at www.serenalorien.
com You can see some of my work on IMDb at www.imdb.
me/serenalorien I have an official facebook page which I or 
my team keep updated regularly and you can follow me on 
Twitter @SerenaLorien

ment implemented program, Discover America, am currently 
in the middle of shooting a mystery/ thriller feature and am 
finishing co-writing a new comedy series.

Are you looking forward to working with Peter 
Stormare, James Buckley and Bruce Campbell 
in the film Welcome to Purgatory? I’m looking for-
ward to bringing this fresh and different spin of the afterlife 
to life with Peter, James, Bruce and the rest of the brilliant 
cast. The original script is fantastic, there’s a great team of 
people behind the project and equally strong female to male 
characters which is something I love seeing in a script. 

What or who inspired you to become an actress? 
To this day I’m not totally sure what inspired me to become 
an actress, I remember telling my mum at the age of three 
that this was what I wanted to do. I have one home video 
from when I was just over 2 years old, in it I’m completely 
aware of where the camera is the whole time and showing 
off in the frame, putting pretend perfume on and pretending 
to brush my hair and get ready for the day etc, whereas 
most children would be looking at their parents for their 
attention I was playing up to the camera. I started dancing 
at the age of four, got my first agent at the age of five and 
did my first advert at the age of six, so as far back as I can 
remember this has been all I’ve ever wanted to do.

Favorite quotes which inspired your career in 
acting?  You, yourself as much as anybody in the entire 
universe deserve your love and affection – Buddha   I’ve 
learned that people will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget how you 
made them feel – Maya Angelou   Every child is an artist. 
The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up 
– Picasso   Many of life’s failures are people who did not 
realize how close they were to success when they gave up 
– Thomas  A. Edison

How do you feel about all the technology in 
todays world? I think it is both a blessing and a curse, 
I have had opportunities for work through social media 
that I may not have come across otherwise and I love that 
I can never get lost due to being able to google map the 
destination I’m trying to get to, so in those ways it has made 
life much more efficient and the world a smaller place. The 
downside is real-life communication diminishing, it’s very 
easy to keep working 24/7 and have your face buried in 
your phone, no matter where you are or who you’re with. 
I think people are actually experiencing less of the places 
they are visiting because of not truly being there 100% with 
the feeling that they need to show others and spending half 
their time taking and uploading pictures to facebook.
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This Fall just got a whole lot better, because two of the 
most exciting and compelling forces on the music scene 
today are headed out on the road together, and Rockstar 
Energy Drink will present all dates.   Sharing the stage for 
the first time since their completely sold out “Collide With 
The Sky” 2012 tour, Sleeping with Sirens and Pierce the 
Veil announce a five-month, multi-leg, co-headline world 
tour - “The World Tour.”  With PTV and SWS alternating the 
closing spot on the bill, the tour will kick off with an 19+ date 
U.S. trek, launching November 5 at Woodward Park Rotary 
Amphitheater in Fresno, CA.  Beartooth and This Wild Life 
will support on all of the Fall dates.  

Said PTV’s Vic Fuentes, “Our fans inspired us to create this 
tour, so that makes it extra special, and very meaningful for 
us.  Doing a world tour is something that not a lot of bands 
get to do in a lifetime, so we plan on making these shows the 
best we’ve ever done.  We can’t wait to see you all there!” 

“It’s been awhile since either Sleeping with Sirens or Pierce 
The Veil have toured, and I think it’s truly special to travel 
the world together,” said SWS’s Kellin Quinn.  “So to do a 
tour this long that hits so many countries?  What more could 
you ask for?  It’ll be insane, so don’t miss out!”

Pierce The Veil, 
Sleeping With 
Sirens Unite...

November 05, 2014 | Fresno, CA @ Woodward Park Rotary Amphitheater
November 07, 2014 | Pomona, CA @ The Fox Theater
November 08, 2014 | Tucson, AZ @ Rialto Theatre
November 09, 2014 | Albuquerque, NM @ Sunshine Theater
November 11, 2014 | Lubbock, TX @ The Pavillion @ Lone Star Event Ctr
November 13, 2014 | Tulsa, OK @ Brady Theater
November 14, 2014 | Nashville, TN @ Cannery Ballroom
November 15, 2014 | Myrtle Beach, SC @ House of Blues
November 16, 2014 | Norfolk, VA @ NorVA
November 19, 2014 | Lancaster, PA @ Freedom Hall
November 20, 2014 | Toms River, NJ @ Pine Belt Arena
November 21, 2014 | Albany, Ny @ Washington Avenue Armory
November 22, 2014 | Hartford, CT @ Webster Theater
November 24, 2014 | Huntington, NY @ The Paramount
November 25, 2014 | Huntington, NY @ The Paramount
November 29, 2014 | Milwaukee, WI @ Eagles Ballroom
December 01, 2014 | Clive, IA @ 7 Flags Event Center
December 03, 2014 | Boulder, CO @ Boulder Theater
December 05, 2014 | Reno, NV @ Knitting Factory
December 06, 2014 | Las Vegas, NV @ The Joint
January 23, 2015 | San Diego, CA @ Viejas Arena
January 23, 2015 | San Diego, CA @ Viejas Arena
January 24, 2015 | Tempe, AZ @ The Marquee
January 26, 2015 | San Francisco, CA @ Warfield
January 27, 2015 | Portland, OR @ Roseland Theater
January 28, 2015 | Seattle, WA @ ShowBox
January 30, 2015 | Magna, Utah @ The Great Saltair
January 31, 2015 | Denver, CO @ Fillmore Auditorium
February 02, 2015 | Omaha, NE @ Sokol Audiotorium
February 03, 2015 | Kansas City, MO @ Uptown Theater
February 04, 2015 | Saint Paul, MN @ Myth
February 06, 2015 | Chicago, IL @ Aragon Ballroom
February 07, 2015 | Indianapolis, IN @ Egyptian Room
February 10, 2015 | Pittsburgh, PA @ Stage AE Indoor
February 11, 2015 | Pittsburgh, PA @ Stage AE Indoor
February 13, 2015 | Lowell, MA @ Tsongas Center
February 14, 2015 | Philadelphia, PA @ Electric Factory
February 15, 2015 | Philadelphia, PA @ Electric Factory
February 17, 2015 | New York, NY @ Hammerstein Ballroom
February 18, 2015 | Silver Spring, MD @ The Fillmore
February 20, 2015 | Richmond, VA @ The National
February 21, 2015 | Charlotte, NC @ The Fillmore
February 24, 2015 | Miami Beach, FL @ Fillmore Miami Beach
February 25, 2015 | Orlando, FL @ House of Blues
February 26, 2015 | Orlando, FL @ House of Blues
February 28, 2015 | Houston, TX @ Bayou Music Center
March 01, 2015 | Dallas, TX @ South Side Ballroom
March 03, 2015 | San Antonio, TX @ Backstage Live
March 04, 2015 | Oklahoma City, OK @ Diamond Ballroom
March 20, 2015 | Antwerp, Belgium @ Trix
March 21, 2015 | Amsterdam, Holland @ Melkweg
March 22, 2015 | Berlin, Germany @ C Club
March 24, 2015 | Stockholm, Sweden @ Arenan
March 25, 2015 | Gothenburg, Sweden @ Tradgarn
March 26, 2015 | Humburg, Germany @ Gruenspan
March 27, 2015 | Cologne, Germany @ Essigfabrik
March 29, 2015 | Norwich, England @ UEA
March 30, 2015 | Portsmouth, England @ Guildhall
March 31, 2015 | Bristol, England @ O2 Academy 1
April 02, 2015 | Manchester, England @ Academy 1
April 03, 2015 | Leeds, England @ O2 Academy
April 04, 2015 | Glasgow, Scotland @ O2 Academy
April 06, 2015 | Newscastle, England @ O2 Academy
April 07, 2015 | Nottingham, England @ Rock City
April 08, 2015 | Birmingham, England @ O2 Academy
April 10, 2015 | London, England @ The Forum
April 11, 2015 | London, England @ The Forum

L-R:  SWS’s Justin Hills, Nick martin, gabe Barham, Kellin Quinn, Jack Fowler; 
PtV’s Jaime Preciado, Vic Fuentes, tony Perry, mike Fuentes 
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believe
Believe in something 
different can happen.
He or she who says 
they can and he or 
she who says they 
cannot, are both right! 
Universal powers... 
making a choice. Not 
closed. decide on what 
you want and why... 
the new open energy 
to move forward without 
pushing. things happen 
because you attack the 
things you wanted... 

– Jamal Sumbhadi


